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Necessary and sufficient conditions are determined for the semidirect product of 
two monoids to be regular. 
In 131 the question of the regularity of the wreath product of monoids is 
addressed. Since the wreath product of two monoids is the semidirect 
product of one monoid and a Cartesian power of another, and since the 
Cartesian power of a regular monoid is regular, it appears to be more 
appropriate to study the question of the regularity of the semidirect product 
of monoids. 
1. NOTATION 
Let S and T be given monoids. Let End(T) be the endomorphism onoid 
of T, and write endomorphisms as exponents to the right of arguments. If 
cr: S -+ End(T) is a homomorphism, and if s E S and t E T, write tS for PCs). 
In what follows, a will be considered fixed and not explicitly mentioned. 
Then the semidirect product S X, T is the semigroup with elements {(s, t): 
s E S and t E T} and multiplication (s, t)(s’, t’) = (ss’, tS’ + t’). 
For an element a of a monoid S, let us also write a-’ for the set of 
inverses of a in S, that is, a -I = {x E S: axa = a and xax = x). Hence S is 
regular if and only if for all a E S, a-’ # 0. Undefined notions may be 
found in [I]. 
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2. MAIN THEOREM 
We are now in a position to characterize regular semidirect products. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let S and T be monoids, and let u: S -+ End(T) be a 
gicen homomorphism. The semidirect product S X, T is regular if and onI)> if 
(i) S and T are regular monoids. and 
(ii) for euery s E S and t E T, there exists an idempotent e’ = e E S 
such that Ss = Se and t E t’T. i.e.. SY e and t ,< p t’. 
Remark. Condition (ii) could alternately be phrased as 
(ii’) for every s E S and every t E T. there exists some S’ E s ’ such 
that t E tSIST. 
Clearly condition (ii’) implies condition (ii), while the reverse implication 
follows from the observation that if s Y e = e’ in S. then there is some 
s’ E S such that e = s’s. Since e = e’. one can choose s’ so that it satisfies 
es’ = s’, which then implies that s’ E s ‘. 
Proof: Suppose that S x, T is regular. Let (s. t) E S X, T. Then there 
exists (s’, I’) E S x, T such that 
(s, f) = (s. t)(s’. t’)(s- t) = (ss’s. t.y’y(t’)i t) 
and 
(s’. t’) = (s’, t’)(s, t)(s’, t’) = (s’ss’. (ty P’t’). (1) 
This implies immediately that s’ E s -’ in S, so that s’s = e = e’ satisfies 
sli’e and t E teT. If one lets s = 1 in S, then s’ = 1, and (1) implies that 
t’ E t-’ in T. Hence both (i) and (ii) are necessary. 
Suppose, conversely, that S, T, and a satisfy (i) and (ii). Let 
(s, t) E S X, T be given. Let e’ = e E S be such that Ss = Se and t E t’T as 
in (ii). Then there is some u E T such that t = teu and some s’ E S such that 
s’s = e. By the remark above, one can choose s’ E s -‘. Since T is regular, 
take I’ = II*’ for some L’ E t-l. 
Now p”([‘)S t = p’s $3 c t u = teueteu = (tlqu = t’u = t. Thus 
(s, t)(s’, t’)(s. t) = (s, t) by (1). 
On the other hand, (f’)SS’ f t’ = (pS’)SS’fL~S’ = oS’tS’Us’ = (u[LI)” = p” = t’. 
Thus (s’, t’)(s, t)(s’, t’) = (s’, t’) by (1). Hence (s’, t’) is an inverse for (s, t) 
in S X, T. Therefore S X, T is regular. 
Remark. Note that the regularity of S is implied by (ii): however, for 
reasons of symmetry, it is well to state it in (i). 
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COROLLARY 2.2. A s@cient condition that the semidirect product 
S x, T be regular is that S and T be regular and that t E t’Tfor every t E T 
and ecery idempotent e E S. 
Proof: For every s E S there must exist an idempotent e E S such that 
Ss = Se since S is regular. Thus both (i) and (ii) are satisfied. which implies 
that S x, T is regular. That the condition of the hypothesis is not necessary 
will be shown in an example below. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If S is an incerse monoid. then S x,T is regular if and 
only if T is regular and t E t”Tfor every t E T and ez = e E S. 
Proof Sufftciency follows from the preceding corollary. Necessity 
follows since every left ideal in an inverse semigroup has a unique idem- 
potent generator. 
In order to see that the hypothesis of Corollary 2.2 is not necessary, 
consider the following example. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let T= ( 1. e,f. 0) be a commutative monoid with 0, each 
of whose elements is idempotent and such that ef =J Let S = ( I, a. 6) be a 
monoid with two left zeros a and b, i.e., a?c = a and b?s = b for all x E S. 
Then both S and T are regular and there is a homomorphism 
u:S+End(T),givenby I=l~=l~,e=e”=eb=fbandO=O”=Oh=fN. 
Since a .Y b in S, and since t E fbT for all f E T, the hypotheses of Theorem 
2. I are satisfied. Thus the semidirect product S X, T is regular. 
However. since f 6Z f”T, the hypothesis of Corollary 2.2 is not satisfied 
and therefore is not a necessary condition. 
By way of further example, one should note that the semidirect product of 
two inverse monoids. even if regular, need not be an inverse monoid. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let S = ( 1, a} be the commutative monoid with one non- 
identity idempotent a. Let T= (I, e, 0) be the commutative monoid with 
zero and with e = e’. Then S and Tare both inverse monoids, and there is a 
homomorphism (Y: S + End(T) given by I” = I and e” = 0” = e. By 
Corollary 2.3 the semidirect product S X, T is regular. However, the element 
(a, e) E S X, T has two inverses. namely, (a. e) and (a, 0). and hence S X, T 
can not be an inverse monoid. 
A complete characterization of semidirect products of monoids which are 
inverse monoids is given as follows. 
THEOREM 2.6. A semidirect product S X, T of (~‘0 monoids S and T 
determined bJ the homomorphism a: S + End(T) will be an incerse monoid if 
and only if 
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(i) S and T are inverse monoids, and 
(ii) for euery e = ez E S. a(e) = I E End(T), i.e., te = t for all t E T. 
The second condition, in the presence of the regularity of S, is equivalent 
to 
(ii’) a(S) c Aut( T). 
Proof. Let us first note the equivalence of (ii) and (ii’). If S is regular, 
then for every s E S there is some e = e’ E S and some .Y E S such that 
xs = e. If (ii) holds, this says that a(s) has an inverse since u(x)u(s) = 
a(e) = 1; thus a(s) E Aut(T) for all s E S, as desired. 
On the other hand, if u(S) G Aut(T), then e = e’ E S clearly implies that 
u(e) = 1 E Aut(T). 
Now suppose that S X, T is an inverse monoid. The necessity of (i) 
follows. as did the necessity of (i) in Theorem 2. I, from consideration of 
elements of the form (s, 1) and (I. t) of S X, T. 
Now consider an element (e. t) E S X, T. where e = ez E S. Since S X, T 
is an inverse monoid, this element has a unique inverse (x. t’). According to 
Eqs. (1) appearing in the proof of Theorem 2.1. this means that s E e ‘. 
Since S is an inverse monoid, this means that s = e. Hence Eqs. ( 1) then say 
that tet”t = t and t”t’t’ = t’. Applying e to the former equation of this pair 
gives t’t”t’ = t’. One may now once again use Eqs. (I) to find that 
(e. f’)(e. t’)(e. t’) = (e, t”). 
and 
(e3 f’Ne, t’)(e, t’) = (e. t’). 
Hence both (e, t) and (e, t’) are inverses to (e. t’). Therefore, since S X, T is 
inverse, t = t’ and condition (ii) is indeed necessary. 
Let us now suppose that S are T are monoids satisfying (i) and (ii) and let 
us show that S X, T is an inverse monoid. By Corollary 2.2, conditions (i) 
and (ii) imply that S X, T is regular since for all t E T, t = te E t’T. 
Since a regular semigroup is inverse if and only if its idempotents 
commute, it suffices to show that idempotents of S X, T commute. If (e, t) is 
an idempotent of S X, T, then (e, t)’ = (e, t) implies that e = e2 and t = ft. 
By (ii) this latter implies that t = t2. Hence if (e, tj and (f, U) are idempotents 
of S X, T, then ef = fe E S, ru = ut E T since these are inverse monoids, and 
using (ii) one has 
(e, t)(.L u) = (& fJu) = (eJ tu) = (fe, ut) = (fe, u’t) = (fi u)(e, t). 
Hence S X, T is an inverse monoid. 
We can also see by example. that if we omit the demand that S be a 
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monoid, it is possible for S x, T to be regular even though T is not itself 
regular. This is shown in the next example. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Let S = (a, 6) be a left zero semigroup. Let 
T= ( 1. e. x. 0) be a commutative monoid with zero in which e* = e. ex =x, 
and x’ = 0. Then T is non-regular. 
However, if we define a homomorphism a: S + End(T) by setting 
I”= lo= 1 and ea=xa=Ou=eb=xh=Ob=e, then the resulting 
semidirect product S x, T has every element idempotent. Thus S X, T is 
regular even though T is not. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO WREATH PRODUCTS 
If S acts on a set X from the left, and if T is a monoid, then the wreath 
product S MJ~ T is the semidirect product S x, TY, where Tx = (f if: X + T 
is a function} is the Cartesian power of T and where the homomorphism 
a: S -+ End(T’) is defined by (f’)(x) = f(sx) for all s E S,fE T.“. and 
.Y E x. 
A rephrasing of Theorem 2.1 then yields the main theorem of [ 3 ]. 
THEOREM 3.1 (3 1. Let S be a monoid acting on a set X from the left. 
Let T be another monoid. Then the wreath product S N’,\. T is regular if and 
only if 
(i) S and T are regular. and 
(ii) for every s E S and f E Ty there is some e = e’ E S such that 
Ss = Se andf(s) Ef(ex) Tfor all x E X. 
Proof: Condition (ii) of Theorem 2.1 says that f E f ‘TV. But this says 
that there is some function h E Ty such that f (x) = (f ‘h) = f (ex) h(x) for 
all x E X, which is equivalent to the statement that f(x) Ef(ex) T for all 
x E X. (It should be noted that in 131, the version of condition (ii) which was 
used is actually more closely related to condition (ii’) of the Remark after 
Theorem 2.1.) 
Recall that the standard wreath product S w T of two monoids is that 
formed by using the left regular representation of S on itself for the left S-set 
X. In [3, Remark 11, it is pointed out that whenever S is a regular monoid 
and T is a group, the wreath product S wx T is regular for all left S-sets X. 
Moreover, if S acts on X in such a way that each idempotent acts like the 
identity map, then S wx T is regular. (See [3, Remark 2 ], and (2. pp. 9-101.) 
The next result shows that these are almost the only times that the wreath 
product is regular. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. If S and T are regular monoids and ifX is a left S- 
set. and if wreath product S N’,~ T is regular. then either 
(i) T is a group, or 
(ii) for each s E S and for each x E X there is some e = e’ E S such 
that s 2. e and ex = x. 
Proof To see that (i) or (ii) are necessary, suppose that S w,- T is 
regular and that T is not a group. Then there is some element z E T such 
that zT # T, for otherwise every element of T would have an inverse since 
I E T. Choose .Y E X and define f,: X -+ T by 
f,(u) = 1 ifu=x 
=z otherwise. 
Let s E S be arbitrary. Then by regularity of S it’* T, (s, f,) must have some 
inverse (s’, f’). This means that s’ E s-’ and for all u E X, 
f(s’su) f ‘(su) f (u) = f (u). Letting u =x, we see that this can be only if 
f(s’sx) = 1 since 1 & zT. But this says that ex = x. where e’ = e = s’s. and 
e Y s as desired. 
Note carefully the order of the quantification of condition (ii). It does riot 
demand that some idempotent in each 9 -class (and hence, every idempotent) 
act like the identity. This is clear from the following example. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let S = (c,. c?. 1) be a monoid in which c, and cZ are 
left zeros. Let S act on X = { 1. 2) by letting ci(x) = i for i = 1, 2. Let 
T = ( 1, 0) be a commutative monoid with zero. Then an easy direct 
computation shows that S W, T is regular. 
However, we do have a stronger result for standard wreath products. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let S and T be regular monoids. The standard wreath 
product S ttl T is regular if and only if either S or T is a group. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that if T is not a group, then S must be a 
group. Everything else follows immediately from Proposition 3.2 and the 
preceding remarks. 
If T is not a group, then by Proposition 3.2, the left regular representation 
of S must satisfy (ii). Taking x = I E S, we find that for every s E S there is 
some ez = e Y’s such that e I 1 = 1. That is, 1 9s for all s E S, so that 
1 E Ss for all s E S, which implies that S is a group. 
In the case in which S is an inverse monoid, one also gets a stronger 
characterization. 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let S be an inverse monoid acting on a set X. Let T be a 
monoid. Then the wreath product S )I’~ T is regular if and onQ if 
(i) T is a group, or 
(ii) T is regular and ex =x for all s E X and all e’ = e E S. i.e., S 
permutes X. 
Proof: Sufficiency of (i) and (ii) follow from Theorem 3.1. since 
f(x) E f (exj T for all x E X. e = e’ E S, and f: X -+ T. 
To see that (i) and (ii) are necessary, it suffkes to observe that since S is 
inverse, each L/-class of S has exactly one idempotent. Then (ii) of the 
theorem follows from (ii) of Proposition 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let S be a monoid acting on a set X, and let T be a 
monoid. Then S w,~ T is an inverse monoid if and on(t’ ifs and Tare inverse 
monoids and either ) TI = 1 or S permutes X. 
Proof: This follows from Theorem 2.6. By that theorem, S )I’~- T will be 
an inverse monoid if and only if S and T’ are inverse monoids and S acts by 
automorphisms on T. However, on the one hand. TY is an inverse monoid if 
and only if T is. On the other, if 1 TI # 1, then S acts by automorphisms on 
Tx if and only if S permutes X. This follows by supposing that there is some 
l#tETanddefiningf:X+Tby 
j(x)= 1 if x E eX 
=t if x@ eX. 
Since by Theorem 2.6, f’ = f for every idempotent, it follows that 
f(x) = f e(x) = f(ex) = 1 for all x E X. Thus X = eX for every idempotent 
e E S, which means that S permutes X. 
COROLLARY 3.7. The standard wreath product of two monoids S and T 
is an inverse monoid if and on@ if either S is an inverse monoid and 1 T/ = 1, 
or else S is a group and T is an inverse monoid. 
Proof: From Corollary 3.6 it follows that if I TI # 1, then S must 
permute itself when it acts by left multiplication. This implies that S must be 
a group. 
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